Today, the content-centered curriculum in English--emphasizing the in-depth. rational study of the nature and structures of literature, language. and rhetoricis changing under the influence of a "new" English--emphasizing the student's experience and involvement with literature. Thus. although the content-centered reforms of the past decade have .yielded solid accomplishments, the English profession can further improve .American Lnglish education if it will now urgently concern itself with (1) strengthening the undergraduate and graduate curriculums for training high school and college teachers. (2) English came late to the "discipline-centered" movement, profitting, even at times misled by the experience of our predecessors in the sciences and foreign languages. Valiant efforts to strengthen state certification requirements in English, initiated in 1955 by Don Tuttle, Eugene Slaughter, Autrey Wiley, and a host of regional leaders in English (not the least of whom is now Executive Secretary of the MLA), appear in retrospect to have been our initial national effort. "The Basic Issues Conferences of 1958" articulated professional concern and allied the great associations in the campaign of the past decade. The CEEB Commission on English pioneered with institutes for teachers of English. The Council's National Interest studies awakened the profession to the extent of the problem, and the programs which it outlined, with some important and necessary modifications, have dominated our thinking to the present time.
at the University of California, Los Angeles, and one of the prime movers of American education, pronounced the requiem for what he called the "discipline-centered" curriculum movement which began in 1951. Just as Progressive Education and its late-blooming progeny, Life Adjustment Education, dominated American education'al thinking from the Thirties to the early Fifties, so "discipline centered" curriculum reform, beginning with establishment of the National Science Foundation in 1951 and the MLA's FL program a year later, seems now to have run its course. Thus Dean Goodlad looks for new commitments and new values to shape our teaching efforts during the generation ahead.
English came late to the "discipline-centered" movement, profitting, even at times misled by the experience of our predecessors in the sciences and foreign languages. Valiant efforts to strengthen state certification requirements in English, initiated in 1955 by Don Tuttle, Eugene Slaughter, Autrey Wiley, and a host of regional leaders in English (not the least of whom is now Executive Secretary of the MLA), appear in retrospect to have been our initial national effort. "The Basic Issues Conferences of 1958" articulated professional concern and allied the great associations in the campaign of the past decade. The CEEB Commission on English pioneered with institutes for teachers of English. The Council's National Interest studies awakened the profession to the extent of the problem, and the programs which it outlined, with some important and necessary modifications, have dominated our thinking to the present time.
Jerome Bruner supplied a cognitive psychology far more in keeping with our new concern with subject matter than the principles of behaviorist psychology popular early in the century. Northrop Frye and other critics educated a generation of our colleagues to think in terms of the underlying structure of literature.
Charles Fries, George Trager, and Henry Lee Smith, then Noam Chomsky with radically different perceptions, turned the attention of linguists from matters of usage and method to 523 the underlying structure of our language. The revival in rhetoric had a similar effect in composition. In retrospect, a remarkable coalescence of scholarly and professional interest distinguished efforts during the past decade to clarify the underlying principles of our subject and the priorities for its teaching in the schools.
The Office of Education supplied the money. (2) The education of scholars and leaders is another compelling problem, and one can hope that Don Cameron Allen's study of the Ph.D., soon to be released, may generate reforms in our graduate schools similar to those we have seen recently at lower levels. Certainly Allen's discovery that only 25 percent of the Ph.D. candidates in English ever publish anything once they complete their dissertations should silence forever chose who see no place in graduate schools for teaching future college teachers how to teach. The Wilcox discovery that 66.5 percent of our four-year colleges say they base promotion primarily on teaching effectiveness (and that only 10.4 percent mentioned publication as the first criterion) raises further questions. At a time when the demands of burgeoning college enrollments call for preparation of more and more undergraduate teachers, at a time when even our great graduate schools (at least the public institutions) may have to fight for financial support to maintain the quality of present programs, at a time when the shift from rural to urban economy has replaced the agricultural experiment station with the community college as the major service institution in each local community, at a time indeed when virtually each Congressman in Washington seeks to have a two-year college in his own district to which he may be more responsive than to any other institution of higher learningat such a time can our great graduate schools afford to ignore the social and economic demands that they produce more college teachers? (6) Finally-I should like to urge that the college members of MLA and NCTE, those basically concerned with the teachiitg of our subject and with the intelligent use of taxpayer funds for the teaching of our subject, unite with the subject teachers of their states in developing strong state associations to genuinely represent the interests of our profession. With most future Federal support for education almost surely flowing through state departments of education, the need for strong, unified state voices is clear. We need not worry abou: English receiving its share of funds. Already it occupies some 25 percent of the total instructional budget. But we must worry instead about the ways in which these funds are spent, about the "innovations" constantly sponsored, about expenditures on machines and new asphalt paving when children still lack adequate books to read, about the potential implications if administration of funds for projects in higher education is assigned to local and state school officials who often lack real knowledge of whom to turn to for advice in English even in their own locales. Only this month two representatives, one from a university, the other from a local school system, explored with NCTE the possibility of Council administration of an imminent $200,000 grant because the local school system would be ineligible to receive the grant, because the University's overhead was prohibitive, and because the state department of education otherwise a perfectly appropriate agengy to receive and administer the grantmight have exerted political pressures on the direction of the project, but inevitably would have insisted on earmarking a substantial portion of the grant for short-term, intensive workshops in "sensitivity training."
The state departments need our help, and my experience suggests that they would welcome it. They need the perspective that can come from an independent view of what they are doing and should do in English. In each state, we as a profession need a firm, carefully reasoned voice to point out the implications of their actions. We need to say, for example and I might add, say to about twenty states in the nationthat any state department of education which enforces single statewide adoption of textbooksor even limited alternate adoptionsand which enforces such textbook choices over a four or five year periodand which also applies for funds to encourage "innovation" in curriculum content is clearly guilty of pork barrelling and may be guilty of fraud.
But we can speak frankly in this way only if we have a reasonably united independent profession in each state which brings together school and college interests. The state superintendent will listen to a soloist, not a dissonant choir. Some forty-eight state English associations currently are organized, but in few are college and university professors playing a significant role. Considering the direction in which the economic support of American education is moving, I can think of few more urgent tasks facing MLA and NCTE than strengthening these independent state associations.
These then are a few of the basic concerns which I commend to professional attention today. Others surely many of you would add.
I have tried to say that this moment in our professional history seems to be a moment for taking stock and for fashioning new directions. If the force of what Dean Goodlad sees as the "discipline-centered" curriculum effort has largely spent itself, if we can enjoy the satisfaction of at least partial achievement of some of our recent goals, we can perhaps at this moment of change in American educational effort see again that the past is prologue for the work that remains to be done. Howard Nemerov in his sensitive lyric "A Spell Before
Winter" observes that "after the red leaf and the gold" of autumn have gone and "the land sinks deeper into silence," and "darker into shade," comes a time for taking stock, for perceiving clearly the elemental nature of life, "the certain simplicities" exposed"the yellow haze of the willow, the black smoke of the elm," and most basic of all, "the running water and the standing stone."
If the flowering of our discipline-based curriculum effort has now yielded before the winds and rains of changing educational need, let us not face a winter of discontent before the resurgence of another spring. Let us rather use this interval to strip away the ambiguous presSquire 529
sures which so often cloud clear perception and look again at the nature of our discipline, our solid, bedrock "standing stone," and the currents of educational and social change that wash over it in our time. For as Nemerov says in speaking of such moments of truth and insight,
It is the cold, wild land that says to you A knowledge glimmers in the sleep of things.
